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MOTIVATION AS AN IMPORTANT FACTOR  

IN EFFECTIVE FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING 

Tamara MATEI 

Motivation is a powerful factor in learning the language. Accor-
ding to the cognitive theory, students learn when they actively think 
about what they learn. Motivation is defined as the learner's 
orientation with regard to the goal of learning a second language; it is 
a kind of internal energy which drives a person to do something in 
order to achieve something. Brown divided motivation into global 
motivation, situational motivation and task motivation: 

(1) global; a general orientation for learning; as regards the foreign 
language, it describes the desire to learn a foreign language; 

(2) situational; relates to the situation in which learning takes 
place, and to the desire to learn a foreign language in the classroom 
and in a natural environment; 

(3) task motivation which relates to the desire to perform specific 
tasks during the training process. 

In his opinion, these three types of motivation exist simultaneously 
in the process of foreign language learning, but with different intensity 
[2, p.147].  

Task motivation represents the learning motivation, the impetus 
which encourages the student step by step to succeed in learning the 
foreign language, as a result of which the feedback occurs. The 
success in learning a language intensifies the motivation. The success 
achieved in fluent speaking in a foreign language and the satisfaction 
received from communication motivates the student to improve the 
skills and competencies further. The development of learning moti-
vКtionăОntirОХyăНОpОnНsăonăthОătОКМhОr’săsФiХХs,ăonăhisăorăhОrăКЛiХityătoă
select successfully the tasks and material, on his or her linguistic and 
methodological competencies, on his or her personality traits. The 
successful combination of the above-mentioned components will 
certainly facilitate the development of the learning motivation, as the 
motive should lie inside the learning activities. This is accomplished 
by the aspiration of the teacher to make the learning process as 
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interesting as possible for the student, which will bring moral 
satisfaction and pleasure. 

In order to make the language learning process a more motivating 
experience teachers need to put a great deal of thought into developing 
programs which maintain student interest and have obtainable short 
term goals. At university level this may include, as suggested by 
Berwick et al. [1], any number of foreign exchange programs with 
other universities, overseas "homestay" programs, or any other 
activities which may help to motivate students to improve their target 
language proficiency. Teachers need to create interesting lessons in 
which the students attention is gained. This can sometimes be 
accomplished by the use of teaching strategies which are not often 
called upon by other teachers in mainstream subject areas. Encoura-
ging students to become more active participants in a lesson can so-
metimes assist them to see a purpose for improving their communica-
tion skills in the target language. Successful communication using the 
target language should result in students feeling some sense of 
accomplishment. Research in the area suggests L2 achievement 
strongly affects learner motivation. 

The use of an interesting text can also help to increase the motiva-
tion level of students in the classroom. Many Moldovan textbooks 
often contain material which fails to capture the interest of students 
due to the heavy emphasis on vocabulary and grammar. Many foreign 
texts, however, which have been designed for EFL, often contain to-
pics which can create a great deal of classroom interaction and help to 
motivate students to develop their language skills. It is important for 
the teacher to take advantage of such discussion topics and help stu-
dents to realise that, even though they may see no need to become pro-
ficient in a foreign language, the study of another language and culture 
can only enhance their perception and understanding of other cultures. 

No matter what the underlying motivation to study a foreign lan-
guage, what cannot be disputed is the fact that motivation is an impor-
tant variable when examining successful second language acquisition.  

ThОătОКМhОr’săКttituНОătowКrНsăthОăstuНОntsăisăofămКjorăimportКnМОă
as he or she should take into account the individual features of each 
student. According to Brown [2, p.153], good teachers succeed 
“ЛОМКusОă thОyă givОă optimКХă КttОntionă toă ХinguistiМă goКХsă КnНă toă thОă
pОrsonhooНăofăthОirăstuНОnts”.ăThОăpromptăprКisОăКnНăМritiМismăofăthОă
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stuНОnts’ă progress are important, too. The students should not be 
praised or criticised for their results, but for their efforts which are 
oriented towards the open acceptance of the challenge, hard work, and 
development of their skills, which always lead to fruitful results.  

The positive or negative influence of the group of students on the 
progress of each student belongs to the affective factors. From our 
own experience, we know that the general progress of the group often 
depends on the selection of students in the group. This phenomenon is 
called group or classroom dynamics. Gene Stanford argues that 'group 
dynamics examines the way people behave in groups and attempts to 
understand the factors that make the group more effective. It looks at 
different styles of leadership and patterns of influence, and the process 
by which decisions are made in a group, at the norms – that is, ideas 
of what is appropriate behaviour or appropriate procedures – in the 
group, at the pattern of communication in the group, and at factors 
such as openness and cohesiveness.' Further, Gene Stanford points out 
the factors which are required for a group to be effective – 'the 
members understand and accept one another; communication is open; 
members take responsibility for their own learning and behaviour; 
members cooperate; processes for making decisions have been 
established; members are able to confront problems openly and 
resolve their conflicts constructively; thus, effective classroom groups 
are productive working units' [4, p.25]. Specific elements of group 
dynamics are the nature of the interaction among students in the 
group, their mutual expectations, the degree of mutual attractiveness 
and respect for each other, the principles of forming the groups.  

A key aspect of group dynamics is represented by the nature of 
communication in the group. In every classroom, instructional 
activities are aimed at accomplishing goals and are conducted under a 
goal structure. A learning goal is a desired future state of demonstra-
ting competence or mastery in the subject area being studied. David 
Johnson in his book Learning together and alone: Cooperative, 
competitive, and individualistic learning identifies three different 
groups, depending on the goal structure, which, in its turn, will specify 
the ways in which students will interact with each other and the tea-
cher during the lesson. The goals may be oriented towards coopera-
tive, competitive or individualistic efforts. Ideally, the students will 
learn how to cooperate with others, how to compete and have fun and 
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enjoy themselves, and how to work individually and independently. It 
is the teacher who decides upon goal structure which will be 
implemented within each lesson; however, the most important goal 
structure to be pursued in most learning situations is cooperation [5, 
p.11]. In groups with such goals, the students are aware of the 
relationship between the achievement of their goals and how other 
students in the group successfully reach their goals.  
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AXELE SISTEMELOR DE COMUNICARE  

ÎNăDIMENSIUNEăCANTITATIV ăŞIăCALITATIV  

IonăGU U 

0. SОmiotiМКăî iăpropunО,ămКiărОМОnt,ăs ăМОrМОtОzОănuăНoКrăsОmnuХă
sui generis, ci semnul ca unitate a sistemelor de comunicare (U.Eco, 
J.M.ăKХinФОnЛОrgăş.К).ăAşКăМumăКМtuХăНОăМomuniМКrОărОprОzint ăoriМОă
КМ iunО Кă unuiă inНiviНă КsuprКă КХtuiКă rОКХizКt ă prină sОmnОă [1,ă p.5],ă
proЛХОmКăМОăsurvinОă inОăНОăНОХimitКrОКăКxОХorăsistОmОХorăНОăМomuni-
МКrО,ăНОătipoХogiКăunit iХorăНОăМomuniМКrОăşiăНОăМorОХК iКăНintrОăКМОstОă
КxО.ăOr,ăМomuniМКrОКăsОărОКХizОКz ăprinăМОХăpu inăНou ăКxО,ăМuămuХtipХОă
şiă vКriКtОă sОmnОă Кtсtă НОă orНină vОrЛКХă (МuvсntuХ,ă frКzК,ă tОxtuХ),ă Мсtă şiă
nonverbal (semnul gestual, comportamental, paraverbal, cromatic, 
vОstimОntКră ОtМ.),ă iКră МorОХК iКă НintrОă КМОstОă Нou ă КxОă Кră pОrmitО,ă înă
viziunОКănoКstr , înМ ăoăНisМriminКrО,ăНinМoХoăНОăМОКăКrhiМunosМut , de 
orНinăМКntitКtivăpОăvОrtiМКХ ăşiăНОăorНinăМКХitКtivăpОăorizontКХ .ă 

1.  DКМ ăpurМОНОmăХКăvКriКntКăНisМrimin riiăКxОХorăМomuniМ riiă înă
МonМОp iКăpropus ăНОăfonНКtoruХăХingvistiМiiăstruМturКХОăF.ăНОăSКussurОă
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